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Medieval Survival is a first-person shooter where enemies are waiting for you at every turn, and waves of monsters are
generated one by one. Try to hold on as long as possi 5d3b920ae0
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Awful, lazy, garbage. Pathing issues. Terrible textures. Guns. (Medieval guns?) https://youtu.be/Bke-eVqnCkw. Awful, lazy,
garbage. Pathing issues. Terrible textures. Guns. (Medieval guns?) https://youtu.be/Bke-eVqnCkw. only paid 40p for this
garbage and I still feel riped off this game has only one map, retard AI ,and no background music at all its fun for total of five
minutes AVOID.. What a waste of money so many bugs in it. Just jump on a table stay there and hack n slash the monsters. DO
NOT WASTE YOUR TIME OR MONEY!!!! you have been warned.. Very basic and lazy Unity assett flip. Just one map,
shooting at a neverending wave of boring enemies for a score. There is nothing changing in the game. At first, i thought, it is ok
for a few rounds, then i found a spot where the enemies can not kill you. Lame. Gameplay-footage:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NI2gQOUjaDM. only paid 40p for this garbage and I still feel riped off this game has only
one map, retard AI ,and no background music at all its fun for total of five minutes AVOID.
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